
Math Models for Data Science
Assignment 3

Support Vector Classification, Due: In class Monday March 27, 2006

In this assignment, we will consider several artificially constructed data sets that showcase the versatility of
SVMs for classification problems. Some of the problems considered here are pathological examples of worst
case scenarios and serve as a useful benchmark when testing new pattern classification algorithms.

We will use the SVM-KM MATLAB Toolbox by Alain Rakotomamonjy and Stephane Canu at Insa de Rouen.
It is freely available on the public domain and can be downloaded here
http://asi.insa-rouen.fr/∼arakotom/toolbox/index

If you want to do this assignment on your own PC you will need to install this toolbox. After downloading
the toolbox and extracting to a directory, you might find it useful to add it to your MATLAB path.

In addition, some files (gaussian2D.m, polynomial2D.m and plotClassifier.m) that are useful for plotting
training points and classification functions, along with the data files in .csv (comma- separated value) files
are available here
http://www.rpi.edu/∼bennek/datascience/matlab/
To get ready in class do the following.
0. Login in locally using these credentials:
userID: guest
password: bio.info
Open a local terminal window by right clicking on the desktop background and selecting ”Open Terminal”.

In the terminal window at the prompt enter
ssh -X -l <rcs userID> rcs-sun1.rpi.edu
The minus options are an uppercase X and a lowercase L. Once logged into rcs-sun1.rpi.edu, at a Unix
prompt enter

/campus/mathworks/matlab/7sp3/bin/matlab
Matlab should display on the local machine with the students working on the RCS Sun system from inside
their RCS accounts.
In matlab, add the directory containing the files to your path:
addpath(path,’/afs/rpi.edu/home/68/bennek/public/datascience/matlab’)

1. (The XOR Problem) The simplest nonlinear two-dimensional classification problem is classifying the
outputs of the binary XOR function. The truth table for XOR is given below. The outputs produced are 0
and 1, but we set them in standard form for binary support vector classification i.e., −1 and 1.

x1 x2 y
0 0 -1
0 1 1
1 0 1
1 1 -1

1. The training data file is xor.csv. Load the file.

>> X = csvread(’xor.csv’);

The first two elements of each row constitute a two-dimensional training point (x1, x2) and the third
element, y is the corresponding training label.
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2. A classifier can be trained using the svmclass command. The syntax is

>> [xsup,w,b,pos,timeps,alpha]=svmclass(x,y,c,lambda,kernel,kerneloption);

We will train a classifier using the Gaussian kernel, K(x,xi) = e−γ||x−xi||2 and some initial guesses
about the parameters c, λ and γ.

>> Xtrain = X(:, 1:2); % training data
>> ytrain = X(:, 3); % corresponding training labels
>> c = 1; % bound on the Lagrange multipliers
>> lambda = 0.5; % conditioning parameter for the qp algorithm
>> kernel = ’gaussian’; % choice of kernel
>> gamma = 0.2; % kernel parameter for the Gaussian kernel

>> [xsup,w,b,pos,timeps,alpha,obj]=svmclass(Xtrain, ytrain, c, lambda, kernel, gamma, 1);

The outputs are xsup, the support vectors; w, the weight vector1 b, the bias and alpha, the vector
of Lagrange multipliers. There are additional input and output arguments which can be found in the
function help manual.

3. After a few seconds the SVM is trained. Notice that in this case, all four training vectors are used to
construct the SVM. In general, this is not the case. We can plot the training data and the constructed
classifier, since we are dealing with a 2D example:

>> plotClassifier(Xtrain, ytrain, xsup, w, b, kernel, gamma);

4. Normally it is impossible to know the optimal values to c, λ and the kernel parameter (in this case
γ) beforehand. These can be determined by the user by a process called tuning. This is simply
varying the kernel parameters until some appropriate criteria like minimum error, minimum number of
support vectors etc., is achieved. Run the training algorithm several times as you tune the algorithm
parameters, and plot the results. Note that the behavior of the algorithm changes as the parameters
are tuned. Do you see much change? Why or why not?

5. Another type of kernel is the polynomial kernel, which is of the form K(x,xi) = (< x,xi > +1)γ .

Can a polynomial kernel separate the two classes? What is the simplest such kernel? Train some
SVMs using polynomial kernels to and provide a copy of your best run. To use polynomial kernels, set
kernel = ’poly’. The kernel parameter for polynomial kernels is γ, the degree of the polynomial.

2. (The Chessboard Problem) The training data is contained in the file chessbrd.csv. The points are
generated on a 2 × 2 section of a chessboard according to two bivariate normal distributions with different
values of σ. It is this difference in the underlying sources that the SV algorithm takes advantage of, even when
the distribution is not immediately available. The points ‘×’ are positive and the points ‘∗’ are negative.
These data points can be used to ‘learn’ the chessboard. Repeat the steps of Question 1 to construct a SVM
classifier and provide a copy of your best run for the polynomial and for the gaussian kernels.

1Technically speaking, for linear classification, w =
∑l

i=1
yiαixi =

∑
SV

yiαixi. The function svmclass returns w =∑l

i=1
yiαiei, where ei is the i-th unit vector of dimension n. Simply put, the i-th component of w is wi = yiαi.
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3. (Banana Sets) The training data is contained in the file banana.csv. The data is generated along the
bananas using a uniform distribution multiplied with a normal distribution. Repeat the steps of Question 1
to construct a SVM classifier and provide a copy of your best run.
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4. In each of the three cases, what is the effect of varying c and γ?
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